Clarin by Hussey Seating: Overview

Dream Team: Clarin Seating is now Clarin by Hussey Seating!

Welcome to the new Clarin seating. We hope this integration of the Clarin product line makes it even quicker and easier for you to
find the right seating solution for your project – and perhaps inspires new ideas for mixing our fixed audience, telescopic, portable
and fixed learning system seating options into a unique configuration that enhances your space even further.

Portable Seating, Fixed Learning Systems and more from Clarin by Hussey Seating

Clarin by Hussey Seating specializes in quality portable folding chairs, fixed learning systems, multi-purpose seating and portable
tables. In stadiums, theaters, lecture halls, auditoriums, performing arts centers and places of worship, Clarin products are built to
maximize seating capacity and look great in any environment. Make inspired design, premium materials, durable construction, and
rigorous quality control part of the show when you choose Clarin by Hussey Seating.

Portable Seating: Designed to Perform
The Clarin by Hussey Seating brand specializes in portable folding chairs that are durable, stylish, comfortable and allow you the
freedom to setup your facility in multiple configurations. In stadiums, theaters, amphitheaters, casinos, auditoriums, performing arts
centers, schools, convention centers, and places of worship, our portable folding chairs are built to last year after year, season after
season. Your spectators get the best in portable seating comfort, while you benefit from a quality folding chair that can handle your
facility’s heavy traffic.

If folding chairs aren't what you're looking for, Clarin also offers a line of stylish and functional high capacity stack seating and
banquet stack seating.

Fixed Learning Systems: Designed to Inspire
Known for durable, stylish and comfortable fixed seating solutions, Clarin by Hussey Seating will help you choose the right fixed
seating for your specific space and capacity requirements. Whether you’re building a new lecture hall, or refurbishing an existing
classroom, there’s no job too big or small that our design team can’t handle. We understand that every space has design
challenges, and we strive to offer the best solution that meets your specifications and budget. Choose from swing-away fixed
seating, fixed tables, compact fixed seating, fixed beam seating with tablet arms, single pedestal seating, jury seating and our SelfReturning Swivel Seat designed primarily for nurse alcove seating.

Multi-Purpose Seating & Tables
Clarin by Hussey Seating Multi-Purpose chairs are designed for style, comfort, durability and versatility. Great for office task seating,
guest seating, student seating and much more, there's a chair model to fit any application, style and budget. Choose from 4-leg
stacking chairs, task chairs, tablet arms chairs and portable beam seating.

When you're not yet ready to commit to fixed tables, take a look at Clarin's functional portable table options. The Infiniti table works
like a fixed table with an integrated power and data option. You also get the freedom to choose the table height that suits your
needs. If you need something more mobile, look to the Clarin Fast Brake and Compass nesting tables. Roll them to where they're
needed with ease and simply flip down the table.

